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Quantifiers

If forall, universal quantifier
*xES:P(X) "for all xins, P(x) is true

"

Tiff P(X) is T for every xeS

Ithereexists, existential quantifier
ExtS:P(x) "there exists xin S s.t.

p(x) is +me"

->

iff P(X) is
5

for some(1) xES.

DefA fully quantified expression in
predicate logic is a theorem
forevery possible mening offit's predicates.cakin toa tautology) -S
Im (3.39) lets be any set. FxES:(P(x)vP(x))
=>P(x) =isEven(X), S =1. implied FP

*xcZ:[isEren(x) v isEven(X7]



⑰ Forany xES P(X) is dlf. Of
defined, and p(X)=T predicate
or P(X) =F

For any xES, P(X)vrP(X) dlfofv,7

*xcS: [P(x)v-P(x)] det ofX

*
a

m (3.40)

[Nxes:p(x)] v[Exes: -p(x)]]note:implied FS, FP
aspot
[Nx=Z:is Even (x)] v[Xxe2: visEven(x)]
-
X Ar

consider x =3 consider x=2

Det Fully quantified expressions - and 4
+(=>Y)aremyequivalentHomeI thatthe

theyhave thesame meaning under every
interpretation ofpredicates.
im (3.41) -(X)]=P(X)]
exto dissrove fx=2:is Even (x), weIfound XES:<isEven(x) (X =37

thisampleasmay disproof by
Intuition behind proof:



Let S =35,,52,3,... 3. Then:

-[fx=S: p(x)] given
=- [P(s,) -P(sc) 1P(Ss) ...] alt of F
=>"P(5,)v-P(S2) vP(S,)V... de Morgan's Law
=(x= S: <P(X) altof7 is

suppose S =0.4(X) is generic.
~ [Xx=s:P(X)] 25 x=S: "P(x)]
F F

Inm (3.42) ((X)]c =>QCX)]
#
Let P(x) =Q(X).
~[*xtS:P(x)] <=) (7 xes:-P(X)]

3.4 1

Axes: P(X) C=) -[IxES:<P(X)] negating bothsides

Xxes:Q(x) =7 :[7xes:Q(x)] subs. B

&>(7 xGR: x
2
+1

=0)
=xxcS:xHf0

[Vxes:D(x))=[5x+s:P(x))
"Ifit's truefor all, it's true forone

"

"Ifeverybody's doing it, thensomebody's
doing 7

"



*isEven(2x) =7Even(2x)
#(direct)
Assume XXEs:P(X). WTS 3 x = S:P(X).

-a tS since SAD

x(a) true at3 and assumed
*x=S:D(X)

7 xES: P(X) it's al D

Im *x=0: P(X) "P(x) is vacuously the
"

IfAiming for a contradiction, suppose the
claim is false.

- [Xxcy:P(x)) assumppon

=x =0:vP(x) 3.41

which is a contradiction, since thereare
no elements in 0. 1




